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IMproved Learning in Aging

I ibuld like you to consider the folleVing quotes. They vere responseS

to an interviev about their reactions to an hypothetical hostage crisia

bet in the future;

(Were the (hostage takers} justified in taking hostages?) NO.

(Under any circumstances?) OnlY if it's Americans taking -- then

WM right. (Are you eoribUta?) Sure. Being an AmeriCan-1-

definitely feel that what we do ie-ohrreet; and it's right; I-1446

taUght-that in school; (Hmmhmm. Here right than vhat other people

do?) We-neVer vent into depth on--any---political problems in the

countr-Y,--Wev uh; always seem to elOtt-the-right people for every i0b

-- that-Wee-before Absc-; Abscam; Higtial--ead-uh -- even that; I feel

it wait-all-Perfectly alright if he had-a-r-eadba-for breaking into uh;

the DeModratio Headquarters; CertainlY; Uh,-It-Ween't enough reason

for him td lotie office. Peace through OUPerior-fire power; What's

good for Atierita--i-s- good for you and T. (HMMhMM. And you think

what's good fOr America is good for the vbrld tbo?) Ehi ve Pay for

what we get----44- never steal anything ftb* anybody. Certainly

nothing thatthey're using at the moment. I aligyp feel that we're

right; hilt-I-Only-see our; I only hear OUr-dide-ef-it. (Yeah; if you

heard the Other side do 7ou think that you Might not feel that way?)

I'd think that they vere just making it u0.

How; contrast thiS vith the following quote:

I don't think-YOU-can Q0 ahead and -Wet eaV,----Thie is mine and I'm

gonna take it and I don't give a damn vhat haPPene-to anybody else;"

I think that 1S-the-Wrong attitude for us to tekL=-AbelUt- anybody in

the world; beicaUte-44re all interlaced; and va.re-all-bonna sink or
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swim together; I think; and I think that-44Ithethlited states) have;

L A

just can't be big kid orLthiLlagigt,;_trAtt
be understanding and cooperative.

These tvo quotes are representative Of tVb Modes of thinking, a lens

mature and a more mature one; respectively. These tvo thinkers would

probably interpret the material taught in a hiStory or political science

course very differently. My research haa been focusing on shifts in

people's thinking as they go from adolescence tb adulthood; and from

early adulthood through olo age. The first illustrates a lead mature

form Of thinking; Which typically characterizes adolescence Or early

adulthood. The deCtind quote; which vas by an older woman, repredents a

more mature form Of thinking.

I have been exploring three general modes of thinking. We can think of

them as being like lay theories about the social world. People use thede

theories to make predicflons about their interactions with Other people.

If the predictiOnd are not very accurate; the individual may reVise the

theory. A premide Of my work is that these three types of lay thebrie

form a deVelb0Mental sequence; and earlier-developing oned ak0

reorganized at the nekt level into a more inclusive, encompassing VieW Of

the world; ih Order tO Make better predictions. These three theories, bt

levels; are called a) AbablUt0; b) Relativistic; and c) Integrated. They

are liated along With their assumptions; in Table 1.

The absolute thinke likely to see the world as fixed and

unchanging. In order tO Undettatand this complex machine; the world; the

3bso1ute thinker vOUld lent to break it down to its basic components.

4
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These components can be ideal forms, in the Platonic sense -- blueprints

underlying reality, or they can be stimulus-response units. In the case

of ideal forms, the absolute thinker would try and determine in'.o wnat

category a person fits; relationships would be seen as succeeding or

failing based on the inherent, stable personality traits of the partners,

as well as the inherent compatibility of the personality traits of br'..h

partners. In the case of stimulus-renponse units, a personality would be

reduced to its environmental antecedents, such as childhood events, which

are believed to completely determine behavior. In either case, the

emphasis of absolute thinking is on reducing personality and social

interactions to absolute, deterministic explanations. This thinker

reasons in black and white -- there are absolute rules, principles, and

laws which have to be followed, and little room for shades of gray.

What applies at one time, in one setting, is equally applicable to

another side or another setting.

Such an approach to thinking serves the function of simplifying

thoughts, simplifying one's interactions with others. However, it is a

narrow view of the world, which sometimes can fail to capture the

complexity of people and relationships. This could result in problems,

especially in conflict situations, when there would be a strong tendency

to blame either the self or the other (usually the other) for the

problem. This can be delete:ious when the capability for violence

exists.

Relativl.ctic rcipsoninq involves the awareness that there are no

clearcut rights or wrongs everything is a point of view, everything is

relative. Knowledge is deemed completely subjective -- how you look at

5
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eoMething influences what you see; Therefore, there are an infinite

number of ways to understand the same event, some which are mutually

in-compatible. One cannot say that his or her own way is the Only or even

the best way to view that event; Contradiction, therefOre; is an

inherent feature of social reality; according to a re/ativietic world

view. Furthermore; the contradictions cannot be resolved. When tvo

individuals engage in a conflict; one cannot try to impose his or her way

on the other, but mut accept the conflicting viewpoints. Furthermore;

one could not make prediCtions about what the outcome of the conflict; or

any situation, would be, because in a relativistic world view; the World

is constantly changing -- aS each new generation brings with it ite d4n

way of viewing thinga; The preblem with this world view lies in the

inability to make dedididniL and commitments; and the difficultiet in

having a relationship With another; when one feels s/he has no right to

make demands of the othet. Therefore; it is adaptive for the peraoh tO

construct a new framovotk fot understanding the social world -- one that

will provide a vay tb dyhthesize these contradictions; and that 8008

change as occurring in a eyeteMetic way. This third kind of thinking

will be called intettrathid4 dad was represented in the second quote at the

beginning of this talk.

Typically not before middle age, the individual will develop an

kntenrated world view; which opetate;:t according to dialectical; or

systems; principles; Like relatiVism, döntrediction and change are basic

features f the social world -- people Change; relationships change;

social institutions change; oven eddieties change but they do so

systematicaly. Each eVeht bringe about its opposite; resulting in
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subsequent attempts to integrate the opposing perSpettiVOS into

mutually satisfying one. One of the basic assumptions of this world

Vie4 fa that -of reciprocity that everything is interrelated, and

therefore a change in one part of the system will tioceSSari, bring about

changes in the whole system; as it leads to reorganitatibh bf the whole

system. This is the assumption that was illustrated in the aecond quote

at the opening of this paper -- that we (countries} ate "all interlaced

and would all sink or svim together."

Integrated thinking is believed to characterize highly Mature thought.

It is very adaptive because it attempts to go beyond the Self tb take

other perspectives into consideration, and find cooperative Sblutions

that Will please tha Majority. Research in social psychology shows that

attempting to coerce others to one's ovn way only leads to resentment,

which breeds further cOhflict; this conflict is destructive and Often

results in violence. COOpérative solutions also lead to new problems,

but because old ones haVe been solved; the system has moved forward; and

the nev ones reflect new problem- that were veviously absent. They, in

turn, trill be the iMpétUS for further growth. The integrated reasoner is

aware of this process; and would thus see the need for cooperation in

human relationships.

My associates and I have been conducting extensive research on t4e

development of thebe paradigm beliefs; and have constructed a

questionnaire to assesia them. This work points to more dialectical

reasoning in middle-aged samples ana those in theIr sixties (Kramer,

Goldston; & Kahlbaugh, 1987; KraMer; Melchior; & Levine, 1987; Kramer &

Woodruff; 1986), aa haS that datie by other researchers (Basseches; 1980;

7
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Blahdhard-Fields, 1986). There may be acmo age-related drop in

dialeCtiodl thinking thereafter (Kramer, et al., 1987), but that may

refledt -cohort differences as well; My own subjettiVe impression, after

interVieVing nearly 200 people, is that, when suCh beliefs are present,

in their fUll form, it is usually someone at loaat Middle-aged (save

someone with a Ph.D. in philosophy). Hot everyone deVelops his or her

potential; For every person who embraces health and grdvtn, there are

those who find it too threatening. We find Absolute people at all ages,

and even the rare integrated adolescent (e.g.; Otime-one unusually

sensitive and perceptive, or perhaps someone whO has traveled

extensively): The man ia our first quote was, in fact; middle aged. In

one of our studies, our scale loaded on two factors a factor with juàt

paradigm scales, like ours, and a factor with just age; This finding

suggests that these world view beliefs represent both an individual

differences dimension and a developmental dimension; I suspect that much

of a person's lay theory ia influenced by emotional as well ab

intellectual factors, and theae ai-e ones we are exploring currently in

some of our research. People at any age can theoretically be at any

stage.

Let us now shift our focus badk to the educational process. Social

scientific theory often deals With syatems principles; which are similar

to those underlying integrated thinking. For example, in the area of

confliCt resolution, coercive tadtics are conceived of as maladaptive,

and in fact typically prove to be. They just lead to a vicious cyCle of

retaliation and counter-retaliatiOn. Yet when under stress -- as those

in conflict situations often ate -- people often revert to such tactics
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(Janis & Mann. 1977); Ae ve Vell knOV, Many Of oUr politicians revert to

them as veil; In my own research, When people answered a political

version of our questionnaire, if the VOrda United States; Libya; Kh7Alafy;

and Reagan were substituted for country and leader; people's reasoning

level went down; In real life bitUatiOn60 there are a multitude of

factors that need to be considered in any giVen di:inflict situation, and

emotional factors prohibit seeing the issueg Clearly, etc. These may all

influence a person to make shortsighted deCigidha, and to reason

lover cognitive level.

If we are to solve the most complex prdblem eVer facing our

divilization -- that of nuclear destruction --- it SeeMS that politically

the world needs to make better use of such systeMg prindiples. If we are

to educate people to be more sensitive to the COMpleXitied of the human

problem solving, and human interaction; and the desperate need for

cooperative problem solving; not to mentiOt the Means by which

dOoperative strategies can be enacted it ig USefUl to take into

account the social cognitive level of the student. If the Student is a

yOUng person; efforts at challenging him or her to eVer-hi4her levels of

rédadning would be useful in social science courses; Mdrti interestingly;

thia Veit* has implications for the education of adultg, especially

middle-aged and older adults. Equipped with the potential intellectual

whereVithdl to deal with complex issues; as well as having the benefit of

redl-life experience to temper tfieir jiidgMenis, perhaps retraining older

adulta in the social sciences; or de-1;e166iilg think tanks, eid., on the

babia of Older adults; would be worthwhile efforts; ROOdih, Rybdah, &

HOyer (1984) have argued that with age comsg greater integration of
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cognition with affect -- people become more consistent in applying their

moral principles, despite the anxiety or discomfort that doing SO -can

bring. They feel greater responsibility tb themselves to adt ih

accordance with their ValUes, not to mention feelihg responsibility fOr
the welfare of their dhildren, and future geherations (e.g., see

KOhlberg, 1973); They haVe had a chance to have their ideals shattered,

make a place for them-Selves in the real worlu, and learn vays to

reihtegrate that experience with the principle-Es in which they belieVe.

Thia integration of coghitioh, or knowledge; Vith affect, is, I believe,

At the very heart of wiaddiii. There is a massiVe Uhtapped population that
its cognitively mature enOUgh to deal with COMplex social issues in

additiOno with childrearitig atid Odcupational tadka adide, they may be

psydhologically freer and 0MOtionally prepared for thidh action. One such

example is that of Mahatma Gandhi, who did not lead his people to

independence until he was in hid middle years; HO Spent much of his

youth ahd early adulthood maatetihg the self-disdiplihe ahd principles he
felt Were necessary for the taak not to mention gaining the requisite

politidal Momentum to have an impact.

In COhclusion, I would like td echo the words of Platoi written over

2000 years ago. His writinost in the Mvth of the cav c. reflect many of the

same iSSues surrounding aging biddy. Foremost amonq the-Se is the idea
that the lens through which ohe Sees reality will inflUehde the learning

poteritial (Plato, 1982); YoUhg students may not be dognitively or
emotionally equipped to assimilate some of the ideas that a mature

thinker could. To assume that betaUse an older person may nOt think in
the way t young, fresh mind VOUld means that the Older person has
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deteriorated does an injustide tei ourselves; the aged; and society. Thia

is the second point raised by Plato; that when we judge the elderly

through the eyes of the ?dung; iho do not have access to some of the

elderly's potential wisdom, we Cannot help but think that the older

person is blind and foolidh. If educators are to judge the impact Of

education on the adult and, in partiCular; the older adult; it muat begin

to judge by age-appropriate Standarda.
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